VERIFICATION

No. 0124186-1

Type of equipment: Pulse Capacitor

Document holder: EVOX RIFA AB
Box 945
SE-391 29 Kalmar
SWEDEN

Manufacturer: EVOX RIFA AB
Box 945
SE-391 29 Kalmar
SWEDEN

Type designation: PHE426

Technical data: 100-1000VDC/63-250VAC. 0,001-20uF.

Samples of the Pulse Capacitors, bigger than 1750mm³, have been tested according to the standard IEC 60065, clause 14.2.5. Passive flammability test, category B, for capacitors bigger than 1750mm³.

Standards used for showing compliance with the requirements:

Standards:
IEC 60384-1:1982, clause 4.38
IEC 60384-14:1993, clause 4.17
IEC 60695-2-2:1980
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